
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

MALCO® ACCELERATE ALL IN ONE 
POLISH & PROTECTION (2610) 

DESCRIPTION 

 

DIRECTIONS 

 
 

FEATURES AND BENEFITS 
 

Protects and Corrects in one step Sprayable allowing an easy application 

Water based formula allows for easy clean up Remarkable gloss and shine for up to 90 days 

Can be applied using an orbital buffer, rotary buffer 
or by hand 

Long working window that provides ease of 
use for novices or experts 

 

PACKAGE SIZES 

MALCO PRODUCTS, INC.  |  361 Fairview Avenue  |  Barberton, Ohio 44203  |  WWW.MALCOAUTOMOTIVE.COM 

946ml - 261032   

Malco Accelerate All in One Polish & Protection: is a one-step polishing compound designed to 
remove light to medium paint  defects while leaving behind a slick waxed surface with lasting 
protection  for  up  to  90  days.  This  all-in-one  polish  will  quickly  and  easily  remove  swirls, 
imperfections and light scratches while leaving a deep glossy finish. Malco Accelerate offers a 
long working window and a dust free application. This can be applied with an orbital, rotary or 
by hand with a variety of foam pads or microfiber applicators. Malco Accelerate features easy 
removal allowing a full vehicle application before wiping off.  

Be sure to work indoors or in a shaded area out of direct sunlight if possible. For best results 
clean and decontaminate paint surface with Malco CW-37 or similar car wash and a Clay Wash 
Mitt before use. For extremely damaged surfaces a Heavy-Duty compound such as Tru-Grit or 
EPIC may be required for  initial  correction.  SHAKE ACCELERATE WELL.  Apply 4  medium sized 
drops of polish to pad and work in a crosshatch pattern until the compound turns from opaque 
to clear in a 2’x2’ section. To ensure maximum protection, allow the product to flash or dry on 
the surface before removing with a microfiber (entire car may be polished prior to removal). If 
using an orbital polisher, apply at a low-speed setting, then buff at setting 5-6, if using a rotary 
polisher, apply at slowest speed and then buff between 1,200-1,400 RPM. If working by hand 
use a clean, soft applicator for best results. Accelerate can also be applied to the pad or directly
 to a panel with a trigger sprayer. 

http://www.malcoautomotive.com/


 

MALCO® ACCELERATE ALL IN ONE 
POLISH & PROTECTION FAQ’s 

• What happens if I accidently let Accelerate dry on my car?  

Answer: No worries Accelerate will not become difficult to remove and is water based so simply 
is wipe it up with a damp cloth. 

• Can you apply Accelerate outside in direct sunlight if you do not have a garage to work 
in? 

Answer: Yes, Accelerate will be fine just be sure to keep your panels clean as you do not want 
any debris to affect the buffing process. And to make the clean up process easier, only 
complete on panel at a time.  

• Can I put Malco’s Epic CR2 over Accelerate Protect and Correct? 

Answer: Yes, and it is recommended as it will maintain a protective coating to ensure your paint 
correction will last as long as possible.  

• What is the best type of pad to use with Accelerate? 

• Accelerate does not seem to be removing all of the scratches and imperfections I want it 
to? 

Answer: This product is designed for light correction and polishing to refine paint. If your paint 
is heavily swirled or has deeper scratches, a true correction compound such as Tru Grit or EPIC 
Heavy Duty may be required previous to the Accelerate step.   

 

  

 

 

Answer: There are many options when it comes to pairing a pad with this product. The Malco 
EPIC Orange and Black pads, the Malco rotary blue foam pad, and the orbital white foam pad 
do well.  


